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Granular Aggregate Inventory 
of London, Westminster and Lobo Townships 

Middlesex County, Ontario

by 

E.V. Sado

INTRODUCTION:

This report outlines the granular aggregate potential 

within the townships of London, Westminster and Lobo.

Aggregate reserve areas are delineated on the1 

accompanying granular map. Estimates of the aggregate 

quality and quantity are discussed within the text and 

tabulated together with field data within the appendix. 

The underlying Paleozoic bedrock lithologies are 

discussed but not evaluated as to their aggregate 

potential.

METHODS:

A. Fieldwork

Available exposures including sand and gravel pits, 

road cuts, river cuts and cultural excavations were 

examined in determining the quality, continuity and 

thickness of granular materials. Surficial materials, 

their topographic expression and geological environment 

were important considerations in determining the 

average deposit thicknesses.

Sixty-three, twenty and twenty-two field 

observations were made in London, Westminster and Lobo 

Townships respectively. The thickness, gravel content, 

clast size and compsoition of each were recorded and are 

tabulated within the appendix.

1. Geologist's Assistant, Phanerozoic Geology Section, 
Geological Branch, Ontario Division of Mines. Manuscript 
approved for publication by the Chief, Phanerozoic 
Geology Section.
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B. Office Work

The accompanying township maps were prepared at a 

scale of 1: 50,000 using appropriate portions of the 

Lucan (40P3), St. Thomas (40114 E (Se W), Strathroy (40113) 

and Parkhill (40P4E) National Topographic Series maps. 

The areas and locations of granular deposits were 

obtained from published and unpublished data made 

available by the Phanerozoic Geology Section of the 

Division of Mines, Ministry of Natural Resources. The 

locations of many sand and gravel pits were obtained from 

the records of the Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications, Downsview, Ontario. More pits were 

located during the field survey. Finally water well 

log data was obtained from the Ministry of the 

Environment and relevant logs were plotted on the 

granular map.

C. Reserve Calculations 

The volume of a granular deposit can be

approximated if it's area and average thickness are known. 

The area of each deposit in acres was measured using an 

acreage grid overlay. Thickness values represent the 

average deposit thickness as determined from field work.
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The gross deposit tonnage was calculated by 

multiplying the volume by 2,500 tons (the approximate 

weight of a one foot thickness of sand and gravel 

covering a one acre area). This calculation is 

summarized as follows:

Gross Tonnage ^ Constant ^ area x thickness
factor in acres in feet

^ ( 2,500 Tons Y x X acres x Y feet 
(one acre/foot)

^ 2,500 XY Tons

Correction factors were applied to each deposit 

for materials already extracted and aggregate 

unavailable for extraction due to cultural features 

(e.g. settlements, roads, property setbacks, etc.)

It is important to note that these reserve 

figures represent "possible" reserves. The term 

"possible reserves" is defined in the performance 

standards of the Association of Professional Engineers 

of Ontario. It implies a broad knowledge of the 

geological character of the deposit for which there are 

few if any samples or measurements. These estimates 

are based on an assumed continuity or repetition for 

which there are reasonable geological indicators.
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London and Westminster Townships are located on 

opposing sides of the Thames River, together they form 

a large rectangle. London is the largest (100,3^2 acres), 

it extends northerly to Highway No. 7, Westminster 

(55,309 acres) extends southerly to Belmont. Two 

parallel lines extending along county roads northwest 

through drumlin and Lobo Siding from the east and west 

boundaries. Lobo Township (4#,77# acres) occupies a 

triangular area adjoining London Township to the west. 

All three townships are located within Middlesex 

County in the central portion of the southwestern 

Ontario region.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY

Middle Devonian age sedimentary rock strata of 

the Hamilton and Dundee Formations underlie this area. 

Grey-blue shales and limestones of the Hamilton overlie 

the older Dundee Formation. They occur west of a line 

joining Poplar Mills, Lobo Siding, Kilworth Bridge and 

just east of Delaware. Limestones, dolomitic limestones 

and sandstones of the Dundee Formation underlie the area 

to the east.

These strata dip gently to the southwest forming 

part of a large basin structure related to the
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Cincinatti Arch and Michigan Basin. Unconsolidated 

sediments deposited during the Pleistocene completely 

mask them with a heavy drift mantle. This drift cover 

is thinnest to the north (40 feet) where it overlies a 

bedrock dome near St. Mary's. The Dundee strata are 

exposed along the bed of the North Thames River at this 

location. Several large bedrock quarries operated by 

St. Mary's Cement extract the limestone bedrock here to 

produce portland cement products. "Within the study 

area, the drift cover ranges between 125 to 200 feet.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

A lobation of the Wisconsin ice sheet occurred 

near London in Late Gary time ( ^ 14,000 years B.P.) 

The oscillations of these two lobes, one from the 

north, (Huron Lobe), the other from the south (Erie 

Lobe), formed the Arva, Mitchell, Lucan, Seaforth, 

Dorchester, Ingersoll, Westminster and St. Thomas 

Moraines in this area.

Glacial meltwaters channelled along the Thames 

and Sydenham river systems 'cut deeply into the surrounding 

till plain. Sediments were discharged into a small 

glacial lake occupying the London Basin, a depression 

lying between #50 to 900 feet above sea level. Fine 

sands and silts were deposited here initially but as
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the lake level retreated westwardly gravelly alluvium 

was laid down. These gravels are thickest along the 

Thames River to Komoka where high level terraces were 

developed. Locallized outwash deltas were developed along 

the lake margins at Fanshawe, Byron and Komoka. These 

deltas contain the majority of coarse aggregate available 

in this area. The remaining aggregate areas are confined 

along the former meltwater channels and within ice-contact 

deposits associated with morainic zones.

There are no serious quality restrictions to be found 

within this area. Lithological assemblages revealed by 

pebble counts show limestones to be present in abundance, 

dolostones are common, chert and Precambrian igneous and 

metamorphic rocks are present in minor amounts. Chert and 

siltstone may present quality limitations for some specific 

uses, theselithologies are most abundant within the 

northeastern portion of the London delta, they decrease 

rapidly to the southwest along the Thames River.
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AGGREGATE RESOURCES IN LONDON TOWNSHIP

A large outwash delta was formed at the mouth of the 

ancient Thames River spillway channel* Sands, gravel and 

silt are found within it deposited in a sheet-like manner. 

They extend from Thorndale in neighbouring West Nissouri 

Township along the present day course of the Thames River 

to Komoka in Lobo Township. The main body lies within the 

southeastern portion of London Township (deposits l and 2). 

These medium to thinly bedded aggregates were generally 

horizontally laid along low forese^ beds, imbrication patterns 

indicate a current direction from the northeast. The 

coarsest aggregate is confined along the northwestern 

portion of Fanshawe Lake, well logs indicate a depth in 

excess of 40 feet. These gravels begin to thin and become 

interstratified with sands and silty sand materials to the 

southwest, well logs indicate thicknesses in the order of 

100 feet within the City of London.

For the purposes of this evaluation the available
t

aggregate area has been divided into three aggregate zones. 

The chert content decreases as the deposit deepens to the 

southwest.

Coarse aggregate is common within deposit la. The 

gravel content varies from 20 to 70 percent within it but 

generally is suitable for a crushable product. Clast
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diameters in excess of l inch range from 20 to 40 percent* 

A small percentage usually in the order of 5 percent 

exceeds 4 inches. Average clasts are in the l to 2 inch 

range. Maximun diameter clasts are in the order of B to 

14 inches. Seven licenced properties within this zone 

control 3#3 acres of a total 7^^acres, five of these pits 

are actively producing. An estimated 3# percent of this 

area has already been depleted of aggregate, leaving 

coarse aggregate reserves in the order of 8 million tons.

Gravel zones within deposit Ib occur along beds of 

thin to medium thickness, interstratified with sand and 

silty sand sequences. The gravel content within some areas 

is insufficient to produce a crushable product, much of 

this material is extracted in pit run form. Two pits 

(stations 18 and 19) have closed operations due to a 

generally high but variable silt content. Washing plants 

are used by some operators to flush off the finer materials, 

Thirteen pits, all licenced and in various stages of 

activity control 744 acres of a total /^7o acres. A large 

coarse aggregate zone within the southeastern corner was a 

former crushable source supplying granular A products, it 

has been virtually depleted. Coarse aggregate reserves in 

this zone are estimated at S million tons, the lack of 

crushable material and silt content will undoubtedly limit 

the amount extracted. Excellent crushable reserves are
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still available along the beach terraces outlined on the 

granular map in red. Several of the properties within 

this zone are unavailable due to speculative interests 

(e.g. 100 acre property adjacent-to the lowland - Gall pit).

Deposit 2, located south of the river between Highbury 

Avenue and Clarke Side Road is primarily a sand source. 

Multiple beach terraces paralleling the Thames River contain 

coarse aggregate percentages in excess of 65 percent. They 

are utilized as crushable aggregate sources. Two licenced 

pits control 69 acres within this zone, both are active. 

Estimated gravel reserves total 2 million tons, sand 

aggregates are plentiful.

The total crushable aggregate tonnage of 15 million 

tons estimated in this delta could be multiplied by several 

factors if sand blending was introduced (combining materials 

from coarse aggregate and fine aggregate pits).

Deposit 3 contains very coarse outwash gravels 

deposited along the Medway Creek meltwater channel. Three 

licenced properties all within Lot 13, concession 15, 

control a total of 93 acres within this 190 acre deposit. 

The largest producer, Walley Excavating, operates a dragline 

to extract coarse aggregate from below the water table. An 

assumed thickness of B feet has been applied to this
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deposit giving a reserve tonnage of 9#*000 tons. This 

aggregate is suitable as concrete stone.

Deposit 4, an area of ice-contact stratified drift 

was difficult to evaluate. The aggregate is extremely 

variable and contaminated in places. One licenced 

property (station 1) has not yet begun production, two 

unlicenced pits (station 36 and 37) exposed well graded 

and bedded coarse gravels. Reserves have been estimated 

at #03,000 tons.

Deposit 5 consists of three separate aggregate 

pockets likely ice-contact in origin. Station 33, a pit 

within the central zone extracts well sorted coarse 

aggregate from below the water table. Reserves are 

estimated at 220,000 tons of crushable aggregate.

Deposits 6,7, 8a and #b are ice-contact in origin. 

The aggregate distribution within them is extremely 

variable and occurs within pockets. Pits located 

within these zones are all abandoned. Reserves are small 

but sufficient for local requirements.

Several other aggregate zones have been outlined 

within the granular aggregate map. They are generally 

too thin to contain any significant aggregate tonnage but 

may provide small quantities for local uses.

Conversations with aggregate producers in this area
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suggest that available aggregate reserves will be 

depleted within 10 years at the present rates of 

extraction.
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AGGREGATE RESOURCES IN WESTMINSTER TOWNSHIP

Urbanization has deleted several large high 

aggregate potential zones in this township. An impressive 

deltaic deposit covering 2700 acres is located within 

the London City limits at Byron. Three hundred and 

seven acres of this total remain available for extraction. 

A consortium of aggregate producers has recently 

submitted a proposal by which they might collectively 

extract the remaining material and rehabilitate the 

site as a ski area and lake containing a high rise and 

residential housing development. This scheme has been 

refused thus the available aggregate tonnage within this 

deposit is in doubt.

Stations 1,2 and 3 are all exceptionally deep, they 

average a depth in excess of 100 feet. A composite 

cross section and diagramatic sketch of this deposit 

appears on the following two pages, they were prepared 

from information supplied by Alexis Dreimanis of the 

University of Western Ontario from his mapping of the 

area in 1964* A reserve figure of 4 million tons of 

gravel has been applied to this deposit, this figure may 

increase depending upon the future zoning for this 

deposit.
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COMPOSITE CROSS-SECTION
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Deposit 2, also part of the Thames River outwash 

delta complex is located at the extreme northwest tip 

of the township. A single operator^ Riverside Sand and 

Gravel (Kains Pit) is active here. Coarse aggregate 

is concentrated nearest the river, the remaining deposit 

contains mostly sand. Most of the coarse aggregate has 

already been extracted a probable two million tons remain,

Deposit 3 contains deltaic and ice-contact 

structures. It is found on the north flank of the 

Westminster Moraine, south of White Oak. Large volumes 

of aggregate were removed during the construction of 

Highway 401. The upper 10 feet contains cross laminated 

sands and fine gravels. The coarse aggregate content is 

generally low (10 - 20fo) throughout this deposit. A 

reserve calculation of #92,000 tons has been applied to 

this deposit. This gravel tonnage will increase if 

materials can be extracted below the 25 foot level.

Deposits 4 and 6 are related to the second stage of 

glacial Lake Maumee. Aggregate reserves have been 

depleted within deposit 4. A larger tonnage has been 

sterilized by urban expansion south of Lambeth. Deposit 

6 is too thinly spread and heavily weathered to support 

any commercial extraction but is suitable for local 

requirements.
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Deposit 5 an outwash area south of the Thames River 

contains several hundred thousand tons of coarse 

aggregate but is heavily contaminated with silt.

Several other aggregate areas have been outlined 

within this township. They are thin (2 to 3 feet) but 

local aggregate pockets may be sufficient for small 

local requirements.

Conversations with the Riverside and Southwinds 

sand and gravel Companies, the two largest producers 

indicate existing reserves will not last 10 years at 

the present rate of extraction unless more acreage 

is made available within the Byron deposit.
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AGGREGATE RESOURCES IN LOBO TOWNSHIP

A large outwash delta formation (deposit 1), is 

located in south Lobo township in the Komoka area. 

Glacial lakes Maumee and Whittlesey have reworked the 

upper surfaces and .produced a multiple sequence of 

beach terraces. Pebble counts within it give 

predominantly limestone assemblages, dolomite rock 

is common, chert and Precambrian igneous and 

metamorphic rocks are present in minor amounts. Much 

of the readily accessible aggregate has already been 

removed, a large portion lies sterilized beneath 

cultural zones.

Twelve of the fourteen pits are licenced, four of 

these are commercially active, several others supply 

materials as required. The coarsest aggregate 

concentrates along the lower beach terraces and along 

a zone adjacent to the Thames River. Aggregate found 

north of the railway line is predominantly sandy in 

texture ...

Several pits are located within the 193 acre Alex 

Newbiggin property (station 12). Many of them have been 

operated from below the water table which exists within 

10 to 15 feet of the surface. No materials are being 

dredged at this time. Aggregate is being actively
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extracted along a 10 foot face, it consists of poorly 

bedded and stratified coarse gravels. These materials 

average 60 percent gravel, and 40 percent sand with up 

to 5 percent fines (silt and clay). Sixty percent of 

the gravel clasts exceeds l inch in diameter, 25 percent 

exceeds 4 inches. Average clasts range between 2 and 

4 inches, maximum clast diameters are in the order of 

13 inches. A full range of aggregate products is 

produced at this location.

The texture of this deposit ranges from fine to 

coarse. The Mundt Pit, station 8, is located within 

a fine aggregate zone. Sandy materials are extracted 

from below the water table by dragline. Coarse 

aggregates are to be found near stations 9 y 10 and 15.

Aggregate extraction within this deposit is 

hampered by the shallow ground water table and a 

high cultural concentration. A lowering of the ground 

water level has met with several objections from the 

residents in Komoka and it is unlikely that further 

extraction below this datum will be allowed. A 

conservation area planned for this area will also

delete a portion of the reserve potential. It has
l
been estimated that a remaining /^ million tons of

gravel is available from this Xif-oacre area.
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Deposit 2 was likely formed by meltwaters 

draining along the flank of the Seaforth moraine. 

Balmoral Farms Limited extracts fine textured aggregate 

along a 15 foot face. This material is used locally in a 

cement block operation located in Coldstream.

Deposit 3 is of ice-contact origin, the material 

distribution is variable and contains a wide range of 

grain sizes. Station 3 is the future site of a licenced 

gravel operation.

Deposits 4*5*6 and 7 are all fine aggregate reserve 

areas. The percentage of coarse aggregate is small 

ranging between 5 and 10 percent.

A few other small thin aggregate areas have been 

outlined but not evaluated. It is unlikely that any 

significant amounts of aggregate will be extracted from 

these zones.

Conversations with local aggregate producers suggest 

the available aggregate reserves in this township will be 

depleted within 5 years at present rate of extraction.
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Karrow, P.F.

1965: Bedrock Topography Series Lucan Sheet

Ontario Dept. Mines, Prelim. Map P.291, 

Bedrock Topog. Ser., Scale 1:50,000. 

Compilation 1964.

Quaternary Geology:

Cooper, A.J. and Clue, Jack

1976: Quaternary Geology of the Parkhill

Area, Southern Ontario; Ontario Div. 

Mines, Prelim. Map P.1065, Geol. Ser., 

scale 1:50,000. Geology 1974,1975-

Cowan, W.R.

1975: Quaternary Geology of the Woodstock 

Area, Southern Ontario; Ontario Div. 

of Mines, Gr 119, 91p. Accompanied by 

Maps 22#1 and 22g2, scale l inch to 

l mile.

Dreimanis, A.

19642 Pleistocene Geology of the St. Thomas 

Area, (West Half), Southern Ontario; 

Ontario Dept. Mines, Prelim Map P.23# 

Geol. Series, Scale 1:50,000. Geology 

1963.
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Dreimanis, A.

1970: Pleistocene Geology of the St. Thomas 

Area, East Half, Southern Ontario; 

Ontario Dept. Mines, Prelim. Map 

P. 606, Geol. Series, scale 1:50,000. 

Geology 1964.

Sado, E.V., and Vagners, U.J*

19752 Quaternary Geology of the Lucan Area, 

Southern Ontario; Ontario Div. Mines, 

Prelim. Map P. 104&. Geol. Ser., 

scale 1:50,000. Geology 1971, 1972.
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